VidGrid Cell Phone Recording

Instructions for Long Videos. (10+ Minutes)

Before beginning:

- Check that there is enough storage room on your phones to record a longer video.
  - Do a test video recording to see how much will be able to be recorded.
    - To do this open the camera app and choose the video record button, the phone will automatically determine how much time a video can be recorded. (If there isn’t at least time, then you must remove some items that are being stored on your phone.)

Iphone Users

VidGrid has sent a link to a video recording outlining on how to accomplish this. Here is the link https://app.vidgrid.com/view/bmoEJF76ARPB.

Android Users

- Change the resolution of their video recording and then should follow the normal procedure outlined in the course. From the Camera app, touch Settings (the gear Icon in the camera app).
  - Touch Video size.
  - Touch any setting that is below FHD (60 fps) and this will allow you to record a video that is longer than 10 minutes. (keep in mind that the video length is still determined by the available storage space on your phone or device.)